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FOREWORD 

Although this report indicates the thesis study to be 

purely experimental in nature, considerable knowledge of 

magnetic amplifier circuit theory and basic design proced¬ 

ure was required. Even though there was a general under¬ 

standing of the behaviour and peculiarities of actual cir¬ 

cuitry, the extreme non-linearities involved in the various 

components led to many blind alleys in the experimental work 

on the computer and demanded several revisions in the general 

methods being used* While much of the general procedure 

evolved through a trial and error method, each of the trials 

was suggested by some aspect of previous experience and pro¬ 

vided a broader understanding of the behaviour of magnetic 

amplifier circuitry and components* 

I am indebted to several people for valuable assistance 

in all phases of this study and would like to express my 

appreciation to them* Dr. P.E. Pfeiffer, the faculty advisor 

for the project, made numerous suggestions pertaining to 

computer technique and various theoretical aspects of the 

problem, W.R. Peters, technician for the Electrical Engin¬ 

eering Department, helped considerably with mechanical design 

on the special chassis and v/ith computer operational tech¬ 

nique, in addition to keeping the necessary test equipment 

in working order* 

I would also like to express my appreciation to the 
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McEvoy Company of Houston, Texas, for its generosity in 

financing a portion of the project, and to Magnetic indus¬ 

tries, Inc., for the use of the magnetic core materials and 

other components necessary in the various magnetic amplifier 

circuits investigated* 
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SUMMARY 

I. RESULTS OF SIMULATION PROCESSES 

A. Gore material 

The first efforts toxrard simulation of the magnetic 

amplifier core material and its operation involved 

the use of an actual core in conjunction with an 

operational amplifier on the computer. This method 

could not be made to work at that time because the 

available amplifiers could not put out enough voltage 

or current to saturate the core. For this reason, 

this method was abandoned temporarily, and some ex¬ 

perimenting was done using a computer circuit nor¬ 

mally employed in simulating gear backlash in a 

mechanical system. This circuit provided an output 

which was quite similar to the core material hys¬ 

teresis loop, or B-H curve, with both the height and 

width of the loop controllable. The final form of 

this circuit necessitated the use of an amplifier 

acting as a differentiator and was somewhat noisy. 

In addition, it required an excessive number of 

amplifiers on the computer; hence, it was decided to 

return to the use of an actual core as the feedback 

impedance of an operational amplifier. This made it 

necessary to design a power amplifier stage to be 

used in conjunction with the operational amplifier 
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in order to provide enough current for saturation of 

the core. The final form of this circuit proved quite 

satisfactory and was used in the remainder of the 

study. 

B. Half-wave magnetic amplifier circuit 

The simple half-wave circuit was used to establish the 

basic methods of simulating magnetic amplifier cir¬ 

cuitry. Various arrangements on the computer were 

tested for general accuracy and a circuit was devised 

for exact simulation of the half-wave circuit. Com¬ 

parisons between voltage readings on this simulated 

circuit and an actual circuit showed excellent results, 

with accuracies of better than two per cent. Simul¬ 

ation of half-wave circuits with a different number of 

turns from that being used in the computer gave 

equally good results, and the same was true for dif¬ 

ferent values of load resistance and different input 

voltages. 

C. Full-wave circuit 

A computer simulation of a full-wave magnetic amp¬ 

lifier circuit was set up in order to check the simul¬ 

ation methods in a more complicated circuit arrange¬ 

ment. This circuit used eight operational amplifiers, 

six of which required power amplifiers. This study 

gave essentially the same results as that of the 
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half-wave simulation, with computer and actual circuit 

data beirig in very good agreement. 

II. SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

Although the primary objectives of this study were 

realized, a further study of the problem is suggested. 

The line of study suggested is primarily simulation 

of more practical magnetic amplifier circuits, includ¬ 

ing circuits with free even harmonics. A descrip¬ 

tion of recommendations for a future study has been 

included. 
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 

I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The primary purpose of this study is the computer solution 

of magnetic amplifier circuits. In the last few years, 

interest in magnetic amplifiers has increased considerably, 

due primarily to recent improvements in square loop core 

material and metallic rectifiers, coupled vdth the fact 

that magnetic amplifiers eliminate two serious disadvan¬ 

tages of vacuum tube circuitry - limited life and suscep¬ 

tibility to shock and vibration. Also, magnetic amplifiers 

are capable of being completely sealed, thus avoiding cor¬ 

rosion and problems with atmospheric and weather conditions. 

In the study of magnetic amplifier circuit equations, an 

exact solution cannot be made analytically. It is neces¬ 

sary to use approximations because of the non-linearities 

involved in these circuits. There have been several 
(1) 

analytical studies made of magnetic amplifier circuits; 

however, the only attempt at a computer solution of the 

problem found was that made by a group of Westinghouse 
(2) 

engineers. This study provided no definite conclusions 

concerning the ability to simulate magnetic amplifier 

circuits on the analog computer, because of the limited 

1. Footnotes refer to references in the thesis, see page 5£ 
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time available for the study* The results of this study 

showed several discrepancies between the computer simula¬ 

tion and the actual circuit. These were attributed to 

the different types of diodes being used. A letter was 

written to the director of this project, and the follow¬ 

ing is taken from his reply. 

"In our early studies of magnetic amplifiers, we 
used analog computer techniques following along 
general lines found satisfactory for representing 
the saturation characteristics of iron in other 
non-linear circuits* However, it then developed 
that principal interest centered in selfsaturated 
magnetic amplifier circuit and for this particular 
circuit the intimate characteristics of the hys¬ 
teresis loop and rectifier characteristics played 
such a large part that the analog method then in 
use was not considered satisfactory for study of 
the circuit. It did serve to clarify and point up 
the principal factors involved however. 

With improved non-linear analog circuits now avail¬ 
able, improved analog studies could, no doubt, now 
be made, analyzing the various factors that affect 
operation of the selfsaturating circuit, and this 
would have considerable educational value. However 
as a direct analytical or development tool, it 
would probably have the same limitations as earlier, 
in representing the extremely non-linear character¬ 
istics of the rectifiers and the hysteresis curve 
of the iron," 

The author of this thesis felt, however, that in spite of 

the above problems methods could be devised to allow the 

magnetic amplifier circuit to be simulated with sufficient 

accuracy to warrant a further study of the problem. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of this study were as follows: 
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(1) To devise the necessary computer techniques to 

simulate the non-linearities involved in the 

magnetic amplifier circuit. This involves 

mainly the simulation of the core material and 

the operation of the types of diodes used in 

actual magnetic amplifier circuits. 

(2) To set up on the computer a simple magnetic 

amplifier circuit and check the observed per¬ 

formance against that obtained from the actual 

circuit. 

(3) To establish conversion factors to be used in 

conjunction with the computer circuits, so that 

the various circuit parameters can be varied 

easily. 

(4) To simulate more complicated types of circuits 

in order to justify the methods evolved. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

I* SIMULATION OF MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER CORE 

A* Backlash circuit 

At the beginning of this portion of the thesis study 

it vfas felt that the use of an actual core for the 

computer simulation of magnetic amplifier circuitry 

would give the most accurate results} however, when 

experiments showed that the basic computer amplifiers 

could not supply the current or voltage necessary for 

complete saturation of the test core, it became neces¬ 

sary to consider other methods of simulating the core 

action. The obvious solution was the normal backlash 

circuit, with a few modifications to give the desired 

shape of hysteresis curve. The initial circuit used 

is shown in Fig. 1. In this circuit, the diodes near 

the input of the circuit are used for setting the 
' • • ' * . - * 

maximum and minimum level of the output, or, in terms 

of the core material, the height of the B-H loop.;: 

The series diodes are used to control the width of the 

loop. The input voltage, and thus the input current, 

corresponds to H, and the output voltage corresponds 

to the flux Since the desired output of this 

simulator is the time derivative of the flux, dj^/dt, 

the output is taken just ahead of the last amplifier, 

which operates as an integrator. 
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This circuit gave only fair results. It was 

found that the use of better diodes (higher back re¬ 

sistance and lower forward resistance) helped some, 

but the overall performance was unsatisfactory* 

Further experimentation led to the -circuit shown in 

Fig* 2. It should be noted that the clipper diodes 

are moved toward the output end of the circuit and 

that both sets of diodes are set up for easy biasing 
• i . 

to give control over the height and width of the B-H 

loop. The condensers across the clipper diodes were 

inserted to give a rounding of the corners of the 
\ 

loop* Without them the loop has quite sharp corners, 

and this rounding of the B-H loop is an important 

aspect of the actual core material. This circuit re¬ 

quires the use of a differentiator circuit at the out¬ 

put , and considerable care must be taken to reduce 

the noise inherent in the differentiator. 

Recordings were.made of various voltages through¬ 

out the circuit. From the recordings of the input vol¬ 

tage, itfhich corresponds to H, and the output voltage, 

which corresponds to B, the simulated hysteresis loop 

was drawn. An actual loop for a common core material 

was also drawn, the data being obtained from the 

manufacturer's catalog. A comparison of these hys¬ 

teresis loops is shown in Fig. 3« It should be 

7 
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noted that the sides of the simulated loop have con¬ 

siderably less slope than those of the actual loop, a 

characteristic of a very poor core material. 

Since the only core material readily available 

for use in this project was that represented by the 

actual loop shown* it was felt that,a better method 

for simulating the;, core material was necessary, 

later experimentation, however, showed this circuit 

to have on® definite advantage, that being the fact 

that the width.of the loop could be varied. This 

would allow an easy method of representing different 

sizes of cores of a magnetic material, since the area , 

enclosed by the hysteresis loop is proportional to 

the core losses, and the magnitude of these losses 

varies with changes in core area and mean length of: ^ 

path* 

Several tests were made to determine how well the 

circuit shown in Pig* 2 operated in the computer 

simulation of an actual magnetic amplifier circuit* 

These tests were intended to provide qualitative com* 

parisons between wave shapes rather than actual voltage 

and current magnitudes and were made for a variety of 

simple circuits* The final circuit investigated is 

shown in Fig, 4» Mien the input voltage polarity is 

such to Cause current in the forward direction through 
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the rectifier, a small current flows until the core 

becomes saturated. At this point, the impedance of 

the gate winding drops sharply and the current is 

limited only by the resistance in the circuit, pri¬ 

marily the load resistance. The point in the cycle 

at which saturation occurs depends mainly upon the 

magnitude of the input voltage, the magnitude of the 

control current, and the back resistance of the rec¬ 

tifier. The equations for this circuit are as follows: 

The computer set-up for simulation of this circuit is 

shown in Fig. 5* The corresponding equations are: 

The rectifier was simulated by providing different 

gains for positive and negative voltages in one of the 

amplifiers through the use of diodes in the feedback 

loop. 

(I) 

(2) 

= -Tpr P + EL] (3) 

Ec = YEc (4) 



In general, the wave, shapes in this circuit. . 

matched fairly well with those of the actual circuit, 

but there were'several, differences which would cause 

considerable trouble in attempting an exact simulation 

of, an; actual circuit;. The, load current wave form, was 

of the same shape as that, in the actual circuit? how¬ 

ever, the: minimum value was too,large, and the rise of 

current at saturation was not as sharp as it should, 

have been* The wave.- shape of the fluxi was approxi¬ 

mately correct, but it increased excessively after 

saturation* Because the differences noted above would 

prevent an accurate solution of general magnetic amp¬ 

lifier circuits, it was decided that a different 

method for simulating the action of the core should be 

investigated., Also, this B-H simulator required an ex¬ 

cessive number of amplifiers on the computer, and this 

could cause considerable difficulty in the simulation 

of more complicated magnetic amplifier circuits, 

especially those requiring two or more core simulation 

circuits* 

B. Use of test core 

It was then decided to return to the use of an actual 

core with its winding as the feedback impedance of an 

operational amplifier* Orthonol, a nickel-iron alloy, 

was chosen as the test core material because of its 
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wide use in magnetic amplifiers. Several checks were 

made to determine the best possible circuit arrange¬ 

ment and the size core and number of turns of the 

winding necessary for good operation. A core with a 

fairly small cross sectional area was necessary so 

that the voltage required for saturation would be in 

the range of the computer amplifiers. Then the choice 

of the number of turns of the winding depends on the 

voltage and current output ratings of the operational 

amplifier. For a large number of turns a larger vol¬ 

tage is required, and for a small number of turns a 

larger current is required. It was not possible, 

with the cores and windings availablej to get in a 

range in which the operational amplifier could be 

used with no modifications. It became necessary then, 

to build a power amplifier stage to be used in conjunc 

tion with the operational amplifier. Two such power 

stages were built, although it was first assumed that 

only one would be required for the circuit. A core 

was selected and the number of turns determined, 

with the circuit set up as shown in Fig. 6 

II. SIMULATION OF CIRCUITS USING SAME SI2E CORE AS TEST CORE 

, A. Half-wave circuit 

With the core simulation circuit set up as shown in 
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Pig*. 6a, an attempt was made to simulate a simple 

half-wave magnetic amplifier circuit.. The results were 

only fair, and in analyzing the entire computer cir¬ 

cuit it was observed that another power amplifier 

would be necessary. This one should be placed at the 

input to the core simulation circuit, since it is 

necessary that the input current equal the feedback 

current* The circuit was then set up as shown in 

Fig* 6b. The two power amplifiers were built in 

separate small aluminum boxes, thus requiring several 

wires between them and the main computer, and this gave 

considerable oscillation trouble. The 0.01 microfarad 

condenser was added across the operational amplifier 

to stop these oscillations. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 7 was then set up on 

the computer in an attempt to simulate an actual cir¬ 

cuit having the same number of turns as the core being 

used in the computer circuit. This set-up gave en¬ 

couraging results, with both wave shapes and voltage 

values being in good agreement between actual and 

simulated circuits* Since this was a 1:1 simulation 

between actual and computer circuits, the amplifier 

gains were 1, and the input voltage to the computer 

circuit was the same as that to the actual circuit. 

The output voltage was measured across the IK ohm 
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resistor at the input to the core simulator amplifier, 

this resistor being of the same value as the load re¬ 

sistor in the actual circuit. The actual circuit 

being simulated is that shown in Fig* 4» with the 

equations for the actual circuit and the computer cir¬ 

cuit being the same as those previously noted* For 

this set-up, the only conversion factor necessary is 

that for the control current* In the computer circuit 

the control current is calculated from the voltage 

across the 1QK resistor, and this value must then be 

multiplied by the ratio of the number of turns on the 

computer test core, N^, to the number of turns in the 

control circuit of the actual circuit, NQ. 

In view of the reasonably accurate results ob¬ 

tained from this test, an attempt was made to simulate 

circuits with a different number of turns. It was 

found that this arrangement on the computer was not 

readily adaptable to simulation of circuits with dif¬ 

ferent turns. The two main difficulties were that 

the power amplifiers were not good enough and that 

the rectifier in the input circuit of the core simula¬ 

tor was causing trouble. For these reasons, along 

with the fact that it was quite cumbersome working 

on the main computer panel, it was decided to build 

a special chassis with operational amplifiers and 
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power stages combined in a more compact arrangement* 

A new power amplifier was designed, and a special 

chassis with six amplifier units was built. Fig. 8 

shows one of the six amplifier units. Provisions 

were made for using the operational amplifier by it¬ 

self or in conjunction with its associated power 

amplifier, with the necessary switching for zeroing 

the operational amplifier with or without the power 

stage included* 

At this point, considerable time was spent in 

an attempt to establish conversion factors to allow 

actual circuits with different numbers of turns to 

be simulated using the same test core on the com¬ 

puter. Neither experimental nor analytical methods 

yielded satisfactory, results when the computer cir¬ 

cuit shown in Fig. 7 was used. Finally, the com¬ 

puter circuit was set up as shown in Fig. 9* This 

arrangement allows the load voltage to be read across 

R2, and with R2 the same size as the load resistance 

in the actual circuit, the correct amount of current 

is carried by the rectifier. Amplifier number 2 

is used to scale the current up or down to the cor¬ 

rect value so that the computer test core is operated 

at the proper flux density. Again, the control current 

is simulated by applying a d.c. voltage at the input 
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of the core simulator circuit. Amplifier number 1 is 

used to scale the input voltage and core circuit out* 

put to the correct values. The scale factors for the 

number of turns, area of cores, and mean length paths 

are noted, with the subscript "a* denoting the actual 

circuit and ncM denoting the computer circuit values. 

It should be noted that an extra resistor is 

used betxveen the summing point and the input of amp¬ 

lifier number 3, with a small condenser across the 

amplifier. This was necessary as before, to prevent 

oscillation in the circuit. It was observed that 

the size of the condenser across the amplifier was 

somewhat critical. The value shown, 2 mmfd, was 

about the smallest that could be used to prevent os* 

dilation, and as the capacity was increased the 

operation of the circuit was affected. This effect 

is understandable when one considers that the output 

voltage of a magnetic amplifier contains many har¬ 

monics of the supply voltage, these being quite^im¬ 

portant as high as the thirty-seventh harmonic. 

The capacitor, of course, lowers the high frequency 

response of the core circuit. 
• » . 

The potentiometer, R^, in series with the test 

core winding in the core simulation circuit, is used 
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to adjust the L/R ratio to the correct value to match 

that of the actual circuit. This is necessary since 

the inductance of the winding is directly proportion¬ 

al to the square of the number of turns. Thus* the 

ratio of inductances is given by 

Then, if the L/R ratio in the test core is to be the 

same as that in the actual core, the resistances of 

the two windings must have the reciprocal of the 

above ratio 

and 

LA — ]j«j» or Ey % LT rr (*J 

(7) 

The potentiometer is used to add resistance to 

the circuit so that the value calculated above is 

obtained. This, of course, assumes that the test 

core has a larger L/R than the actual core-. In 

some of the circuits used, the actual core had the 
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larger L/R and in these cases resistance was added 

in the actual circuit to get the correct value to 

match the test core. 

For all of the computer circuits, the control 

current must be scaled to compare with that in the 

actual circuit being simulated. Referring to Fig, 9, 

the voltage across R3, denoted Ec, is used to calculate 

the current into the computer circuit Ic. Since this 

current is working into the total number of turns on 

the computer test core, N^, and in the actual circuit 

the control current works into the control winding 

with turns WQ, there must be a scale factor involving 

this turns ratio. Thus, if ic represents the control 

current in the actual circuit, its computer simulation 

is represented by 

i_ « % Ec (6) 

The other factors shown in Fig. 9, factors for 

adjusting operational amplifier gains to account for 

circuits with cores of different turns and different 

sizes, are derived through a consideration of the vol¬ 

tage and current changes in the circuit when the number 

of turns or the core size is changed. The factor a^ 

is used to adjust the input voltage to the computer 

circuit. The factor a2 is used to adjust the amount 



of voltage representing N d^/dt in the computer cir¬ 

cuit, and thus consists of the ratios of turns and 

areas of the test and actual cores. The other factor, 

a^, sets the amount of current into the core simulation 

circuit and thus involves the number of turns and the 

mean length of path of the two.cores,.Factors a^ and 

a^ also include the corrections necessary for simula¬ 

tion of a circuit using a different size.core, as well 
(4) 

as a different number of turns. 

The computer circuit, was set up as shown in Fig•- 9 

with the addition of the power amplifiers, arid data 

was taken for simulation of the half-wave circuit (also 

shown in Fig. 9) using the same sized core but with 

various numbers of turns, input voltages, and load re¬ 

sistances* Fig. 10 shows a typical computer set-up for 

this data and the actual circuit being simulated. The 

data is shown graphically in Figures 11 - 25. The 

plotted points represent the computer data* and the 

actual circuit data is shown as the curve. For the 

6000 turn circuit, 1:1 simulation between computer and 

actual circuits, the computer data is in good agree¬ 

ment with the actual data. The main discrepancy is 

that the computer curve does not have quite the same 

slope as the actual circuit curve. This can be 

attributed to the stabilization network for the 
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amplifier in the core circuit and stray capacity in 

the circuit, since in this area of the output curve 

the output consists primarily of higher harmonics 

of the supply voltage. Fig. 15 shows the effect of 

excessive input voltage - there is no well defined 

minimum. Figures 26, 27, and 28 show oscilloscope 

pictures of the load voltage and the core gate wind¬ 

ing voltage of the computer and the actual circuits* 

The corresponding pictures of actual and computer 

waveshapes were taken simultaneously using a dual 

beam oscilloscope. Fig. 26 shows the maximum load 

voltage, Fig. 27 is of an intermediate load voltage, 

and Fig. 28 shows the minimum. The minimum output 

voltage is proportional to the losses - hysteresis 

and eddy current - in the core, since this voltage 

is due to the exciting current of the core. Fig. 29 

shows the transient response of this circuit. This 

was accomplished by using a low frequency square wave 

as the control voltage in the circuits. A comparison 

of the square wave and the load voltage wave shape 

shows both actual and computer circuits to have about 

half-cycle response. 

Figures 16 - 20 show data for the simulation of 

a 4000 turn actual circuit. This computer circuit 

requires gain adjustments for two of the amplifiers, 
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with the gains not being easily obtainable using fixed 

precision resistors. For this reason, another special 

chassis was constructed to provide four multi-turn 

potentiometers with turns-counting dials, so that the 

gain factors could be set.conveniently. The computer 

circuit data for this simulation is in better agree¬ 

ment with the actual circuit data than that for the 

simulation of the 6000 turn circuit, both in individual 

readings and in the slope of the curves. The fact that 

the slope of the simulated curve is more nearly cor¬ 

rect in this case substantiates the assumption that 

the difference is due to the stray capacities, and the 

stabilization network. Since this circuit is working 

at a lower voltage, the output does not have quite as 

sharp a rise and thus; does not contain so many of the 

higher frequencies* This effect can be observed in a 

comparison of Figures 19 and 20. Fig. 30 shows a pic¬ 

ture of the load voltages at intermediate and minimum 

points. 

Figures 21 - 25 show data for the simulation of 

a 3000 turn circuit,, with Fig. 31 showing the wave 

shapes, The picture of the minimum load voltage was 

made with an extra gain of 10 on the scope in order 

to show the wave shapes more clearly. 
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B. Full-wave circuit 

Fig, 32 shows the computer set-up used in the simula¬ 

tion of a full-wave magnetic amplifier circuit. This 

simulation required the use of all six of the opera¬ 

tional amplifiers and power stages on the special 

chassis arid two additional operational amplifiers. 

One of the additional amplifiers is used to combine 

the outputs of the two sections of the circuit, and 

the other is used to invert the control voltage since 

it must be of opposite polarity into one of the sec¬ 

tions, A regulated power supply of high enough, output 

current capacity to supply all of the units was not 

available, so four of the operational amplifiers and 

two of the power stages had to be operated from a / 

second power supply* Because of the number of relative¬ 

ly long interconnecting wires and the fact that two of 

the amplifiers were on a completely separate chassis, 

considerable care had to be taken to prevent this cir¬ 

cuit from oscillating. At first examination of this 

circuit, it might appear to be very unstable, since 

there is a closed loop containing an even number of 

operational amplifiers. This, however, did not cause 

any difficulty, since the diodes in the loop prevent 

a build-up of voltage level of either polarity. 

The actual full-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 33, 
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• along with the differential equations describing its 

operation and the corresponding computer equations* 

The results of this simulation are shown in Fig*. 34• 

As noted previously, the individual points correspond 

fairly well, but the slope of the computer simulation 

curve is slightly different from that of the actual, 

curve. Figures 35 and 36 show photographs of the input 

voltage, the load (output) voltage, and the voltages 

across the gate windings of the two cores of the com¬ 

puter circuit* The upper picture is for a high output 

voltage and the lower for a low value of output vol¬ 

tage, Figures 37 and 36 show corresponding pictures 

for the actual circuit, 

III. SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

Although the primary objectives of this study were 

realized* much more work could be done along the same 

lines. From the standpoint of general magnetic amp¬ 

lifier circuitry, with the great variety of practical 

circuit arrangements, this study has not supplied any 

great amount of information* It has, however, pro¬ 

vided the basic groundwork for computer studies of 

magnetic amplifiers and has established a starting 

point from which more fruitful studies could be made. 

This of course refers to simulation of more practical 
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circuits , since the half-wave circuit used in the major¬ 

ity of this study is bf little practical value. This 

half-wave circuit is classified as having suppressed 

even harmonicsj meaning simply that there i s no circu¬ 

lation of even harmonic currents in any part of the 

circuit, A majority of the practical circuits have free 

even harmonic currents in one or more of the core wind¬ 

ings, This adds considerably to the complexity of the 

computer circuity since these currents must be present 

in the computer simulation* Although no specific work 

has been done along these lines in this study, it is 

felt -that these even harmonic currents could be obtained 

through the use of a second winding on the computer test 

core. For any future studies which may be undertaken, 

there are several improvements which should be made in 

the test equipment which was designed and built during 

the course of this study. The first and most important 

item is chopper stabilization of the Operational amp¬ 

lifiers, In all of the computer simulations it was neces 

sary to have the amplifiers zeroed very accurately at v 

all times,1' This was especially'true for the amplifier 

in the core simulation circuit* ■ Also, in Connection with 

the core simulation circuit, a better test core should 

be obtained; It should be wound with as large a wire 

as possible so that a maximum L/R ratio is obtained; 
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thus allowing this ratio to.be varied simply by adding, 

the necessary resistance in series with the winding. 

If possible, a better method of suppressing oscillation 

in the circuit should be devised, since the method being 

used does affect the simulation accuracy,somewhat. Any 

future study should probably include the use of diode 

simulation circuitry in the computer, since in many 

cases the.diode needed in an actual circuit would not 

be satisfactory for the computer circuit. This would 

also allow a study to be made of the manner in which 

the diode characteristics affect the behaviour of a 

magnetic amplifier circuit. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Although all of the main objectives of this study were 

accomplished, it is felt that considerably more work 

could still be done within the scope of these objectives* 

This work is primarily in the area of simulation of more 

complex types of magnetic amplifier circuits. It ap¬ 

pears that the use of an actual core in conjunction 

with an operational amplifier is the best method for 

simulating the core material. It should;be noted that 

any future studies would benefit from the use of better 

power amplifiers and a better test core in the simula¬ 

tion of the core material. For studies of more complex 

circuits it would also be necessary to use a diode 

simulation circuit so that the operating characteris¬ 

tics of this component could be varied to match any 

diode which the actual circuit might require. 

The simulation of half-wave circuits served to 

establish the conversion factors involving the number 

of turns and to lead to the computer circuit arrange¬ 

ment which gave the best results and maximum flexibility. 

The close agreement between actual circuit data and 

simulated circuit data indicates that the derived con¬ 

version factors and circuit design are basically correct. 
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